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I like Lent! And - I think the real reason for my liking Lent is that it is the one time in the year when the 

cards are on the table; when we are made to see - quite plainly - what this Christian life is all about. 

And what it really means to be a follower of God. 

 

Looked at from the outside, the church is often seen as a leisure option; you sign up to certain beliefs 

(although our beliefs are rarely that certain) and then - well, you come to church. You might come 

weekly, monthly or hardly at all. If you’re not careful then you might become involved in the running 

of the church. But it’s all still pretty safe. 

 

However -  the readings today present a different picture of the Christian life. They seem to suggest 

that following Jesus is - by its very nature - perilous, sacrificial and - at times - pretty tough. 

 

Too many evangelists talk of becoming a Christian as if it solves all your problems. Well, I say to you, 

that it probably throws up as many challenges as it solves; that you encounter more struggles than 

you did before but that - what it is - is an adventure; a risky - sometimes painful - adventure. 

 

Look at our gospel reading. 

 

Jesus is baptised. A voice from heaven calls out; it is a glorious moment. One that might last for all 

time except - straight away - straight away - Jesus is forced to go into the Wilderness. 

 

Mark’s account of the wilderness scene is brief - to say the least. It’s not important - for Mark - what 

temptations Jesus suffers nor what response he made in terms of quoting scripture and winning the 

day. No - all we have in Marks account is the fact that Jesus was sent out into the desert and that he 

was there for forty days. 

 

So what does the desert or wilderness represent for us? I think it represents being stripped of luxury; 

being taken outside one’s comfort zone; having none of the material things with which we surround 

ourselves. Some of you - I am sure - will have given things up for Lent; maybe you are doing without 

chocolate or alcohol or some other luxury. But here Jesus gives up every luxury - every good thing that 

he enjoys - every material thing... It is just him and a barren wasteland; no food - no house - no bed - 

no company - no safety – nothing. Now we who follow his example may not be called upon to do 

anything quite so drastic but we do need to loosen our ties to material things; we do need to step 

outside of our comfort zones; we do need to embrace a simpler perhaps more adventurous way of 

life. 

 

But it’s not just about giving up material things; it’s about being willing to feel uncomfortable. Part of 

what often holds back the mission of the church is our addiction to the comfortable; We are never 

going to reach people and speak to them of the good news of Jesus Christ our Saviour unless we step 

outside of our comfort zones.  

 

What an impact it would make to the mission of the church in this diocese if we were more likely to 

be found in places of need rather than affluence; in places of coarse behaviour rather than among the 

respectable; amongst people of no influence or public standing rather than among the well known, 

the well off and the well liked. 
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Our reading also tells us that Jesus was tempted by Satan and he was with the wild animals. 

 

You see Jesus not only stepped out of his comfort zone but he also embraced danger. Alone - and 

weary, he was incredibly vulnerable; wolves - wild beasts - could have attacked him. He wasn’t safe; 

not safe from the realities of evil; nor safe from the threat of danger. 

When Jesus calls us to live the Christian life then he is calling us to take risks; to enter the world with 

all its temptations and dangers because it is only by being in it - by being there in flesh - incarnate in 

the world - that we can ever hope to transform it or see its redemption by God. We need to be in the 

world but we also need to be distinctive. We need to do something in order to make our presence 

there worthwhile. 

  

But there’s another thing. In our (gospel) reading it says that angels ministered to Jesus; that God did 

not abandon him but took care of him. As you live this risky - dangerous life, so you will need God. You 

will need God to minister to you, to soothe your pain, to heal your hurts; to strengthen you when you 

feel washed out; to comfort you when you feel beaten up. That is when you’ll need God, and you will 

also need the church; you will need each other.  

 

Coming to church will not just be like a leisure option; it will become a necessity as you seek to support 

one another and pray for one another - as together you leave your comfort zones, enter into this world 

and live and speak distinctively for Christ and Christ alone. 


